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Abstract. In the Cluster Editing problem, a graph is to be changed
to a disjoint union of cliques by at most k operations of edge insertion
or edge deletion. Improving on the best previously known quadratic-size
polynomial-time kernelization, we describe how a crown-type structural
reduction rule can be used to obtain a 6k kernelization bound.

1

Introduction

The Cluster Editing problem takes as input an undirected graph G, and asks
whether k edge changes are suﬃcient to transform G into a graph G that is a
disjoint union of complete subgraphs. Such a graph G is called a cluster graph.
The problem was ﬁrst introduced by Bansal, Blum and Chawla [2] (where it is
called Correlation Clustering) in the context of machine learning, and by
Shamir, Sharan and Tsur [25] in the context of bioinformatics applications such
as the analysis of gene expression data. Chen, Jiang and Lin [9] and Damaschke
[12] have described applications in phylogenetics. An implementation with target
applications in gene regulatory network analysis has been described in [15].
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In the latter application, the vertices represent genes, and edges join coregulated genes belonging to functional groups represented by the complete subgraphs. The observed graph G might not be a cluster graph, due to experimental
errors, noisy data and other reasons. A reasonable approach to formulating a parsimonious hypothesis concerning a hidden clustering is to determine a minimum
number of edge changes that can transform the observed graph into a cluster
graph.
1.1

Previous Work

Cluster Editing is NP-hard [20] and does not admit a PTAS unless P = N P
[8]. A polynomial-time 4-approximation algorithm for Cluster Editing is described in [8]. The problem is easily seen to be in FPT by a search tree algorithm
that runs in time O∗ (3k ), based on the observation that the problem is equivalent
to destroying (by means of the allowed operations) all occurences of an induced
P3 (a vertex-induced path consisting of three vertices). (It can also be classiﬁed
as FPT using general results of Cai [5].) This was improved by a more sophisticated search tree strategy by Gramm, Guo, Hüﬀner and Niedermeier [18] to
O∗ (2.27k ), and then further improved to O∗ (1.92k ) based on automated search
tree generation and analysis [17]. In realistic applications, the enumeration of
all possible solutions, for a given G and k, may be important, and Damaschke
has described practical FPT algorithms for this [10]. Damaschke has also shown
that a number of nontrivial and applications-relevant generalizations of Cluster Editing are ﬁxed-parameter tractable [11]. (These generalizations study
situations where the clusters may have limited overlap, rather than be completely disjoint, a matter of importance in many data-clustering applications.)
For general background on parameterized complexity, see [13, 16, 21].
The best known FPT kernelization for Cluster Editing, to a graph on
O(k 2 ) vertices having O(k 3 ) edges, is shown in [18] (exposited in [21]) and has
been further improved by a constant factor by Damaschke [10]. Subsequent to,
and extending the work reported here, a polynomial-time kernelization to a graph
on at most 4k vertices has been announced [19].
1.2

Our Results

We describe a many:1 polynomial time kernelization to a problem kernel graph
on O(k) vertices, based on a crown-type reduction rule. Crown-type reduction
rules have proved to be a surprisingly powerful method in FPT kernelization,
applicable to a wide variety of problems [7, 14, 24, 23]. In particular, we obtain a
kernelization to a graph on at most 6k vertices. Our result is roughly analogous
to the 2k kernelization for the Vertex Cover problem due to Nemhauser and
Trotter [22]. In the case of Vertex Cover, linear kernelization can be achieved
more than one way. In particular, a 2k kernelization for the Vertex Cover
problem can be achieved by a crown reduction rule (see [21] for an exposition),
that resembles the reduction rule for Cluster Editing that we employ here.
The main idea of a crown-type reduction rule is to identify cutsets that separate
oﬀ a subgraph with homogeneous structure, allowing the input to be simpliﬁed.
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Reduction rules often cascade and can have great power in practical settings.
Although parameterization allows the eﬃciency of reduction rules to be measured, it is not necessary for the parameter to be small in order for this output
of the study of parameterized algorithmics and complexity to be useful, because
the reduction rules can be applied in polynomial time, and hence are of use even
when the parameter is not guaranteed to be small.

2

A Crown Reduction Rule

Suppose that (G, k) is a yes-instance of the Cluster Editing problem. Figure 1
shows a depiction of a solution, where the cliques that result from the editing are
represented by the boxes Ci , i = 1, ..., m. The depiction shows only the edits of
the solution. Deﬁne a vertex to be of type A if it is involved in an edge addition.
Deﬁne a vertex to be of type B if it is not of type A, and is involved in an edge
deletion. Deﬁne a vertex to be of type C if it is not of type A and not of type B.

A
added edge

B
C
deleted edge

C1

C2

C3

Fig. 1. A depiction of a solution showing (only) the edits

The following lemma is trivial.
Lemma 1. There are at most 2k vertices of type A or B in a solution S.
It follows from the lemma that if G is “large”, then almost all of the vertices of
the graph are of type C. Consider two vertices u and v of type C that belong to
the clique Ci . Then u and v are adjacent, and adjacent to every vertex of type
A or type B in Ci , and are not adjacent to any vertex of a clique Cj for j = i. In
other words, we know everything there is to know about u and v, merely because
they are of type C. We might expect that if the number of vertices of type C,
for a given clique Ci is suﬃciently large, then some reduction rule might apply.
We identify such a reduction rule, based on the following notion of a structural
decomposition applicable to this problem.
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Definition 1. A cluster crown decomposition of a graph G = (V, E) is a partition of the vertices of V into four sets (C, H, N, X) satisfying the following
conditions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

C is a clique.
Every vertex of C is adjacent to every vertex of H.
H is a cutset, in the sense that there are no edges between C and N ∪ X.
N = {v ∈ V − C − H : ∃u ∈ H, uv ∈ E}.

Our kernelization algorithm is based on the following reduction rule.
The Cluster Crown Reduction Rule. If (G, k) is an instance of the Cluster
Editing problem, and G admits a cluster crown decomposition (C, H, N, X)
where
|C| ≥ |H| + |N | − 1
then replace (G, k) with (G , k  ) where G = G − C − H and k  = k − e − f ,
where e is the number of edges that need to be added between vertices of H in
order to make C ∪ H into a clique, and f is the number of edges between H
and N .

3

A Linear Kernelization Bound

We defer the discussion of soundness for the Cluster Crown Reduction Rule, as
well as a proof that it can be exhaustively applied in polynomial time, to §4 and
§5.
We next argue that this rule gives us a linear kernelization for the problem.
Theorem 1. Suppose that (G, k) is a yes-instance that does not admit a cluster
crown decomposition to which the Cluster Crown Reduction Rule applies. Then
G has less than 6k vertices.
Proof. In order to discuss the situation, we introduce some notation. Suppose
S is a solution for the instance (G, k). Let Ci denote the cliques formed by
S, i = 1, ..., m. Corresponding to each Ci is a cluster crown decomposition
(Ci , Hi , Ni , Xi ) of G. Let ci = |Ci |, hi = |Hi | and ni = |Ni |.
By the assumption that the Cluster Crown Reduction Rule does not apply,
we have that for ∀i :
ci ≤ h i + n i − 2
It follows that

m


ci ≤

i=1
m
i=1 hi

m

i=1

hi +

m

i=1

ni − 2m

m
Lemma 1 shows that
≤ 2k, and we also have the bound i=1 ni ≤ 2k
because the solution S involves deleting at most k edges between the sets Hi .
These edges are the only source
the sets Ni , and each such edge is
m of neighbors in
m
counted twice in the sum i=1 ni . Therefore 
i=1 ci ≤ 4k − 4, and G therefore
has at most 6k − 4 vertices, noting that |V | = i (ci + hi ).
2
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Fig. 2. Irreducible “yes” instance for k = 3 with 6k − 4 vertices

Figure 2 shows that the bound of Theorem 1 cannot be improved: shown is
a construction (for k = 3, this easily generalizes) of an irreducible yes-instance
having 6k − 4 vertices.

4

Soundness of the Reduction Rule

In this section we prove the soundness of the Cluster Crown Reduction Rule.
Lemma 2. The Cluster Crown Reduction Rule is sound. That is, suppose we
have a cluster crown decomposition (C, H, N, X) where |C| ≥ |H| + |N | − 1 for
an instance (G, k), and that (G , k  ) is the reduced instance. Then (G, k) is a
YES-instance for Cluster Editing if and only if (G , k  ) is a YES-instance.
Proof. Any solution to the problem may be viewed as a partition of the vertex set
of G, with associated costs: (1) the number of edges that must be added within
classes of the partition, (2) the number of edges that must be deleted between
classes of the partition, where the total cost is minimized. If π is a partition of
V , then we will use Γ (π) to denote the total editing cost of making the vertex
classes of π into the disjoint cliques of a solution.
Consider a partition π of the vertex set V that minimizes the total editing
cost, where π partitions V into m classes Vi , i = 1, ..., m. In this situation, we
use Ci to denote C ∩ Vi , Hi to denote H ∩ Vi , Ni to denote N ∩ Vi and Xi to
denote X ∩ Vi . Let ci = |Ci |, hi = |Hi |, ni = |Ni | and xi = |Xi |. If U and W are
two disjoint sets of vertices, we write e(U, W ) to denote the number of adjacent
pairs of vertices, u ∈ U and w ∈ W , and we will write e(U, W ) to denote the
number of nonadjacent pairs of vertices, u ∈ U and w ∈ W .
We argue that the partition π  that subtracts all vertices of C ∪ H from the
classes of π and makes a new class consisting of C ∪ H, has total editing cost
no worse than that of π. That is, we will argue that Γ (π) − Γ (π  ) ≥ 0. It is
suﬃcient to show that
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(1)

i

e(Hi , Hj )

(2)

e(Hi , Ni )

(3)

i<j

e(Hi , Ni ) −

i


i

≥0

(4)


The terms in line (2) are greater than orequal to − i<j hi hj , and the terms in
line (3) are greater than or equal to − i hi ni . Therefore it is enough to show
that the following inequality holds.





ci cj +
(ci hj + cj hi ) +
ci n i −
hi hj −
hi ni ≥ 0
(5)
i<j

i<j

i





i<j

i



Let c = |C| = i ci , h = |H| = i hi and n = |N | = i ni . We can think of
the inequality (5) as simply a statement to be proved about 3 by m matrices of
non-negative integers, where the ﬁrst row is c1 ...cm , the second row is h1 ...hm
and the third row is n1 ...nm . The statement is to hold for any such matrix, so
long as c ≥ h + n − 1.
Observation. An inspection of (5) shows that if there is any counterexample,
then there is a counterexample where c = h + n − 1. Call such a matrix M
balanced if for all i, ci ≥ hi . It is straightforward to verify that (5) holds for all
balanced matrices; the ﬁrst positive sum dominates the ﬁrst negative sum, and
the third positive sum dominates the second negative sum.
The inequality (5) also holds if m = 1, since the hypothesis that c ≥ h + n − 1
implies that cn ≥ hn + n2 − n so that cn ≥ hn (which is what we must show
in this simple case). We have now established the necessary base cases for an
induction. Suppose the matrix M is not balanced and that M has l columns.
Then M has a column j where cj < hj . The truth of the inequality (5) is
unaﬀected by permutations of the columns, so we can assume that j = l. Write
α(M ) to denote the value of the lefthand side of (5) for a matrix M . Let M  be
M with column l deleted. Certainly M  satisﬁes c ≥ h + n − 1, where c , h and
n denote the row sums for M  . However, while we assume that c = h + n − 1
for M , the analogous equality does not hold for M  , but this is not a problem,
because, by the observation above, and our induction on l, α(M  ) ≥ 0 for any
M  with l − 1 columns. It suﬃces to argue that Δ(M ) = α(M ) − α(M  ) ≥ 0.
Elaborating, we must show that:
Δ(M ) =

l−1


ci cl +

i=1

l−1


(hi cl + ci hl ) −

i=1

l−1


h i h l + cl n l − h l n l ≥ 0

i=1

Factoring some of these terms, what we must show is:












ci + cl
hi + hl
ci − h l
h i + cl n l − h l n l ≥ 0
cl
i

i

i

i
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The last inequality holds if
cl h  + h l c − h l h  + cl n l − h l n l ≥ 0
and this holds if
cl h  + h l c − cl h l − h l h  + cl n l − h l n l ≥ 0
Replacing c with h + n − 1, it is enough to show

 l


(hi + ni ) − 1 − cl hl − hl h + cl nl − hl nl ≥ 0
cl h + h l
i=1

which can be rewritten as
cl h + (hl h + hl n + h2l + hl nl − hl ) − cl hl − hl h + cl nl − hl nl ≥ 0
Cancelling and gathering terms, our task is to show
cl h + hl n + hl (hl − cl − 1) + cl nl ≥ 0
which is true, because cl < hl .

5

2

Eﬃciently Applying the Reduction Rule

In this section we describe how to compute in polynomial time whether the
input graph G admits a cluster crown decomposition to which the Cluster Crown
Reduction Rule can be applied.
Definition 2. Distinct vertices u, v of a graph G are termed twins if:
(1) u and v are adjacent, and
(2) N [u] = N [v].
For vertices u and v that are twins, we will denote this by u ∼ v.
Observe that if (C, H, N, X) is a cluster crown decomposition for a graph G,
then every pair of vertices in C are twins. The next lemma shows that in some
sense we can restrict our attention to cluster crown decompositions that have a
kind of “maximality” property.
Lemma 3. If G admits any cluster crown decomposition (C, H, N, X)
satisfying:
(1) |C| ≥ |H| + |N | − 1
then G admits a cluster crown decomposition (C  , H  , N  , X  ) that satisﬁes (1)
and also the further condition:
(2) ∀u ∈ C  ∀v ∈ H : ¬(u ∼ v).
Proof. Suppose (C, H, N, X) is a cluster crown decomposition satisfying (1), and
that there are vertices u ∈ C and v ∈ H with u ∼ v. This implies that v has no
neighbors in N ∪ X. If we take C  = C ∪ {v} and H  = H − {v} then we also
have a cluster crown decomposition satisfying (1).
2
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A cluster crown decomposition that satisﬁes the two conditions of the lemma
above is termed maximal.
Definition 3. The twin graph τ (G) of a graph G = (V, E) has the same vertex
set V , and two vertices u, v are adjacent in τ (G) if and only if u ∼ v.
We say that a subgraph H of a graph G is an isolated clique if H is a complete
subgraph, and the vertices of H are adjacent in G only to vertices of H. (In
other words, G consists of a disjoint union of H and the subgraph G − H.)
Lemma 4. (1) If (C, H, N, X) is a maximal cluster crown decomposition of a
graph G = (V, E), then the vertices of C form an isolated clique in τ (G).
(2) Conversely, an isolated clique in τ (G) corresponds to a maximal cluster
crown decomposition where the vertices of the set C are the vertices of the isolated
clique.
Proof. (1) follows from the observation that every pair of vertices in C are twins,
and the deﬁnition of maximality. To see that (2) holds, let C denote the set of
vertices of an isolated clique in τ (G). Take
H = (∪v∈C N (v)) − C
N = N (H) − C
X =V −C−H −N
It is easy to check that the conditions for a cluster crown decomposition are
satisﬁed.
2
Our algorithm is described as follows.
Kernelization Algorithm.
On input (G, k):
Step 1. Compute the twin graph τ (G).
Step 2. Identify the isolated cliques in τ (G), and the corresponding maximal
cluster crown decompositions. Apply the Reduction Rule if an opportunity is
found.
The algorithm can clearly be implemented in polynomial time.

6

Discussion and Open Problems

We have shown that the Cluster Editing problem admits a polynomial time
many:1 kernelization to a graph on at most 6k vertices. Based in part on the
ideas introduced here, this kernelization bound has recently been improved to
4k [19].
Linear kernelization for the Cluster Editing problem could be viewed as an
analog result, for a problem somewhat related to the Vertex Cover problem, of
the ﬁrst linear kernelization result for that problem due to Nemhauser and Trotter [22]. Later (recently) a diﬀerent combinatorial route to linear kernelization
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for Vertex Cover was discovered [7, 1], based on so-called “crown-type” reduction rules. This has proved useful in practical applications [3, 4]. Both approaches
yield a 2k kernelization for Vertex Cover. The importance of kernelization is
that pre-processing is a nearly universal practical strategy for coping with hard
problems. Since kernelization rules can be applied in polynomial time, the overall
situation is that parameterization allows us to measure their eﬃciency, but their
relevance and practical signiﬁcance is not tied to situations where the parameter
is small: the main outcome, as seen from the practical side, is just a “smart”
preprocessing subroutine that can be deployed in any algorithmic approach to
the NP-hard Cluster Editing problem, including heuristic approaches.
The Vertex Cover problem, the Cluster Editing problem, and (for example) the generalizations studied by Damaschke [11], are all, roughly speaking,
concerned with editing a graph to one or more (or a speciﬁed number) of clusters (possibly with limited overlap). We may roughly conceptualize here a class
of “graph editing” problems, parameterized by the number of edit operations.
Suitably formalized: are all such problems ﬁxed-parameter tractable? Do they
all admit linear kernels? Are general results possible concerning this area of
investigation?
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